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Hi Kathy – this is off to a great start!  See my comments in tracked changes attached.  I intentionally
did not do tracked changes in your document in Google Docs as I know that residual tracking
formatting can be tough to work around.
 
I hope you find this helpful.  Jim
 
Jim Meadows, Ph.D.
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Washington Education Association
 
I welcome your connection on LinkedIn
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‘I expect to hear great things about you in the future’ Mr. Silver wrote in my high school yearbook. The phrase would at times haunt and propel me as I navigated my twisty life. Providing context: Mr. Silver was the student teacher for my AP U.S. History course. When our regular instructor, Mr. Paulsen, died, he took over the class. Mr. Silver grew into his role, and I came to admire him greatly. I thought what he meant was I would somehow become famous. Over time, I came to realize the truth of his words., I would do great things because I would become a teacher who inspired countless numbers of students, fellow teachers, and community members. 	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: Overall good start to your opening paragraph. I will have tighter edit suggestions as we get further

Advice

My advice to a new educator would be that great educational leadership is less about the “leader” and more about the “ship.” The impact you will have on students’ lives is immeasurable. Brené Brown made an observation which has most recently guided my approach to students: think of students like turtles with shells on; the only way learning happens is when they are able to risk feeling vulnerable. In order for this to occur, YOU must risk this vulnerability first. When students see you as approachable, they will know they can trust you, and in turn will risk exposing their true selves, which ultimately will  help you connect with them, not just as learners, but as people. This paradigm shift took a while to take hold because I felt that I needed to prove that I was in charge. While I was interested in the lives of my students, there was a time when I would only reveal certain aspects of who I was as a person. 	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: Who is Brene Brown?

In order to obtain excellenceI share with new colleagues that to be an accomplished educator, you must of course be knowledgeable in your content area. When I first entered the classroom, my brain contained  a swirl of knowledge, but I needed to determine figure out how to sequence and& differentiate my instruction so that I would be effective in meeting student needs. The mentor who was assigned to meet with me was from a different content area, so I needed to find my own Professional Learning Community in ______?. I sought out others in my discipline areas, observed and& modeled their classroom practice. Utilizing a backwards (?) Design Approach, one determines the standards students must obtain to show mastery was my mode of instruction. I designed thorough rubrics so students would know what was expected of them and gave feedback so they would know where they missed the mark.they could improve. However, teaching is so much more than that, as you will see from my journey, I hope my path inspires you to has inspired new educators not only strive for greatness, but to be your authentic self with your students.

Professional Practice

As a National Board-Certified Tteacher, I have sought to continually improve my teaching practice so that my students could achieve at the highest level. I have  incorporated many instructional strategies to reach the diversity of learning styles present in my classes. While I had used “Think-Pair-Share” since I my student teaching days, m. My pedogeological approach to instruction broadenedecame to share the “why” with my students and invite them along on the journey of exploration and knowledge using technology. This has proven to be effective in increasing student achievement. When I first entered the classroom, as someone who was goal- oriented, I would delve straight into my lessons. I used various techniques to help all students comprehend the material. One instructional strategy the students appreciated was the use of guided instruction (I do, we do, you do). My students were required to complete research projects on topics ranging from career exploration, to aspects of law, to writing business plans & learning how our government functions. Therefore, I would devise lessons in segments, such as writing fictious business letters; examining  previous legal cases, and analyzing the applicable law; creating profit and loss statements using Excel for a business or conducting a Mock Senate; to help scaffold their prior knowledge with industry standard information. 	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: My first impression here is that this is reading a bit flat -- more technical practices, less voice	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: I think you are going to want to establish earlier what you teach, where you teach -- so you can build upon that foundational context in your narrative	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: I think there could also be a benefit of unpacking the interesting intersection of CTE and social studies.  How did that merging of two very different subject areas help you innovate, be creative, etc. in meeting student needs?

However, as I examined the gaps in what I thought I was teaching and& the actual results, I realized that I needed to do more to engage students. I began to deploy a feedback strategy using red, yellow & green cards. Green indicated the students felt they learned what was intended; Yellow indicated they felt ambivalent about the information, and could possibly use more explanation; Red meant I had missed the mark, and definitely needed to re-teach the concepts; perhaps I needed to rephrase, or change my approach so that the students could understand what I was attempting to teach them. I would analyze my instructions and then revise them using scaffolding from the students’ prior knowledge or use individual interests to propel them forward in their understanding. Distance Learning posed a challenge in this regard, however, using Zoom’s reactions buttons has helped to take the place of this technique. Additionally, I’ve had many English Language Learners who needed support in order to maximize their learning. I would translate my PowerPoint presentations and other assignments into their native language & work with our ELL specialist to ensure equity & access to high quality learning.  In our Zoom meetings we have translation services as well, and this has helped these students to continue to thrive in my classroom.	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: Good example.  Maybe it would come alive a bit more if you shared a perspective on a student and how this helped you meet his/her needs better?	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: This seems a more procedural example...less innovative?

I also possess a growth-mindset, so I embedded other types of formative assessment into my lectures such as the use of “bouncing questions” where students were called upon to reflect on the answer of another student. This would elicit evidence of learning. However, I believe a breakthrough occurred when I realized that students saw what is deemed as intelligence as static: you either had it or you didn’t. This is patently false, and I began the process of sharing the cognitive processes involved in my decision-making concerning the “why”. This was based on the book by Fisher & Frey “Better Learning through Structured Teaching”. Pulling back the curtain on my own thinking, I shared the many mistakes I made on my journey to becoming an expert. This in turn sparked great conversations with my students about metacognition. An example of this was using the Charette process to allow students to create a software application (app) for an end user. This requires that students brainstorm their ideas separately, and then together as a group in some very distinct ways to arrive at an app that an imagined customer would be interested in using. Through this activity I differentiated instruction for those who desired to learn more, showing them how to not only design the apps but making it work. We did this using a program called Marvel to upload the project. We then used Code.org’s AppLab to make their app work! 	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: I like this example. Worth investing more tight editing to this, and perhaps elaboration in terms of student voice.

This past fall was an election year and,  & typically our school conducts a Campaign Breakfast where our Civics students and the community get to meet local and& state candidates running for political office. Since we were not conducting in person meetings due to Covid, I revised this to allow my students to use telephone or Zoom conferencing to contact candidates. The students, working in teams, reviewed the issues that were important to them, and devised questions to ask their candidates based on topics were of interest to them. I made it clear to the students that whatever questions they were to ask one candidate, they needed to in turn ask the same questions of that candidates’ opposition. I then compiled these answers into a website where everyone in our community could view the information. 	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: Like what? What topics most engaged students?  Maybe a good opportunity to share a student example?

Several former students have reached out to share that my teaching style affected the direction of their lives. Over the years, I have passed on the phrase that Mr. Silver shared with me to encourage them to become their best selves. Being a teacher is a reflective practice: it changes as you reflect on the needs of your students and your own capabilities as a teacher. Much like the Design Thinking approach, you must look to the needs of your end users as well as address your own.	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: How so, specifically?



Advocacy for the Profession 

I have advocated for the teaching profession in many ways, but there are two of which that I am most proud of: I trained other teachers who were seeking to obtain their National Board Certification and& I have sought to increase the diversity in the teaching profession by working with our district administration and union to establish a “Grow Your Own” teaching academy. From 2014 – 2018, I led several cohorts of teachers from various disciplines in this journey. Because I had demonstrated myself as a teacher-leader deeply committed to the mission of the National Board Certification program, I was asked to support the candidates throughout our Uniserv (union collective). During our bi-monthly meetings, I provided the candidates the structure to help them complete the work of becoming Nationally Board-certified teachers through assignments, reading their components & providing feedback.  I was instrumental in helping them find materials to support their content knowledge. Throughout this process I encouraged teachers to reflect on the needs of their students and how well they knew them. My work with the candidates cause them to adjust their instruction to address these needs by offering before school help in the areas of reading and math; they also found new ways of using formative and& summative assessments, as well as providing equity and& access to all students regardless of ability. The candidates  solicited information from parents, assessment coordinators, and other industry professionals to inform their practice. 	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: Maybe this is a better example for the leadership in PD section?	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: Or, maybe it follows logically after the GYO example...and connected with how this is an important priority for your union	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: Yeah, I'm still feeling like this is reading more like the criteria for the leadership in PD section.

In 2019, I sought & I was appointed as the Equity & Diversity Director for our union. Because most of my candidates had passed the National Board Certification process and because as a BIPOC educator,  issues involving equity are important  to me, I chose to transition away from training NBCT’s and make this my focus. The teaching profession has been primarily white and female. While this in of itself isn’t problematic, the data has indicated that students of color have disproportionally singled out for discipline; not always given agency as to their educational experiences; and denied access to gifted and advanced courses. Given that the students in our classrooms are increasingly diverse, it has been demonstrated that students tend to benefit from having teachers who look like them. I have had multiple students of color reach out to me as the only Black teacher at my school,  stating how they have been subjected to the disparities of low expectations, and other indignities.  All students benefit from having educators that are non-white, if only to help dispel the myths of inferiority about BIPOC educators. I have advocated to increase diversity in our profession by seeking to obtain a grant to start a “Grow Your Own” teaching academy. I have gathered information and materials; researched what other states are doing to address this issue; as well as spoken to students of color that I think would be excellent teaching candidates. I have reached out to other organizations which support BIPOC pre-service teachers, such as the Martinez Foundation. I continually network with other BIPOC educators to find out what is working in their districts. While this ongoing work has not yet netted the results, I had hoped for I was heartened to receive my NEAToday magazine which highlighted the initiative the national union has started. This will take a commitment from all stakeholders to change the face of education.	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: I really like this section.  It has incredible content.  It needs more tightening and edits, but it headed in a great direction	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: May be a spot for a specific student example?  Maybe if there's an example of a BIPOC student you empowered?	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: What impact has this work had?  Can you connect this back to your advocacy?

Recently I attended our Representative Assembly for WEA, and I was able to put forth a New Business Item called “Educational Support & Mentorship for BIPOC SWEA Student WEA Members”. This initiative would provide up to 10 scholarships of $15,000 per year; provide for mentorship of the scholarship recipients through their pre-service years, and up to 5 years once they are hired by a district. While my NBI didn’t make it to the floor of the assembly, the union overwhelmingly voted to send all remaining NBI’s to committee. I have hope that this will be the start of our union using its resources to increase the diversity of the teaching profession. Make sure to join the union, as it is the most effective way to make the changes in society that need to happen. As I share with my students, the Preamble to the Constitution contains this phrase “in order to form a perfect union”. As a country we have a long way to go to ensure racial equity and social justice, but NEA has been a proven champion to help lead the way.	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: Maybe share a bit about how this NBI came together.  And your advocacy role in that.

Attention to Equity and Diversity

I have had the privilege of using  my platform as an educator to advance racial justice through the organizations in which I hold leadership roles: Snohomish For Equity, Pilchuck Uniserv Diversity Network (PDN), & Snohomish Community Leaders’ Forum (SCLF).  Joining In 2018 I joined the board ofin 2018,  of Snohomish for Equity (SFE), a Social Justice community-based organization., Through this role, I I have conducted community symposiums on various challenges we face in our areacommunity on race and& equity issues. This organization formed as a result of several incidences where white supremacists put up flyers in our town after the Charlottetown melee. We have worked with other advocacy groups in our county, from the NAACP to Change the Narrative. In my work with SFE, I have met with the Mayor and Councilmembers of Snohomish, to discuss ways that our business community can be more welcoming to BIPOC citizens and those who visit our town. Our on-going monthly meetings with the Snohomish School District Superintendent have influenced this organization to hire a Director of Diversity and Equity, institute an anonymous incident reporting line, and& change the language in the district’s athletic code to reflect that acts of bigotry and racism will not be tolerated. Also, through this organization I have been instrumental helping to establish a student group who is focused on reducing issues of racial bias in our high schools. I helped to write the scholarship application that we offer to our three high schools for students who demonstrate a commitment to diversity and inclusion.	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: Maybe worth mentioning some of the white supremacy issues in Snohomish in response to BLM actions?  Snohomish was a hotspot in state news, and I think connecting your role to helping the community move ahead is important.

As a member of the board of PDN I have helped to host a Teaching Equity Conference for educators in our region. Our conferences are designed to help teachers learn about their unconscious biases. Many white educators have been unaware as to how their language can unintentionally signal to students that they can’t excel. Teachers are taught to convey to students that intelligence is not fixed, this in turn helps educators communicate that sense of belonging in the classroom. We have recently conducted a survey of BIPOC educators to obtain data about their experiences in their school districts. We plan to share this information with the HR directors of these districts so that they can work on not only their hiring practices, but also their retention policies.	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: Great example (also shows the leadership in PD criteria)

Finally, as a founding member of the SCLF I have been instrumental in promulgating a more welcoming and inclusive atmosphere in Snohomish. We are continuing to work with members of the faith and& business communities to build sustainable networks of leaders who are committed to racial justice. This organization formed in response to the George Floyd murder. SFE had held a “Rally for Justice” on May 30th. It was peaceful and impactful. Unfortunately, Proud Boys chose the following day (May 31s) to enter our town on the premise that “antifa” was going to attack. They displayed Confederate flags and displayed guns. Many in the town were righteously outraged by this blatant display of white supremacy. This caustic atmosphere caused those in the town who were upset to act by banding together. The late John Lewis stated ‘When you see something that is not right, not fair, not just, you have to speak up. You have to say something; you have to do something.’ I highly suggest that throughout your career you may have occasions to do this and& I hope you will engage in this struggle.	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: Powerful context piece (I referenced this in comments above).  I wonder how you might prelude this issue in your opening paragraph. From your inspiring yearbook message...to how you are leading/inspiring students and your community in these racially charged times.



Community Engagement

In terms of connecting the community with my work, I ensure that my students have access to industry professionals who can provide them with accurate, real-world guidance on their business plans. Three other areas that I believe to be impactful: providing opportunities for my students to hear from role models in the areas of business, law & technology; giving students rich educational experiences through Future Business Leaders of America; and& taking my students to the courthouse to observe actual proceedings (both criminal & civil). 

As an educator who worked in industry prior to beginning my teaching career in 2002, I actively utilize my network of friends, parents of students, acquaintances and& community members to engage with my classes. These individuals have given advice on how everything from to conduct our Mock Trials in Business Law to securing financing for starting a business. I have intentionally sought to demonstrate the wealth of talent that exists in the African American community by inviting, judges, lawyers, tech industry professionals and sports figures. I am the advisor for FBLA at our school and I have facilitated conferences & supervised competitions. 	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: What did you do before teaching?	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: What impact has this had?

I have ensured that my students are prepared to enter the work world with a plethora of skills and experiences. I have provided mentors for my students by holding Mock Competitions to prepare for their events. These professionals have provided a wealth of knowledge that my students wouldn’t obtain anywhere else.  The students’ lives have been enriched through working in our Student Based Enterprise, where they’ve gained work experience; to traveling around the country, to meeting with business leaders giving presentations.  Allowing for authentic assessments gives students opportunities to gain essential skills. Project based learning can also help facilitate this and I highly recommend using it within your classroom.	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: I actually think your previous section on equity/diversity provides a lot of community connection info for this section.  I think placement is fine as is, but just wanted to note that

Leadership in Professional Development

I have been actively involved in increasing technology access to our students through my involvement on district level technology committees since 2008. Our school district passed a Technology Levy in 2014, in order to provide our students with the best possible educational outcomes, and to help support the new state assessment. I became the Technology Advisor (now Digital Learning Leader) for my building in fall 2015 the context of this professional situation was to provide instruction to educators to help them develop curricula that utilizes our district’s learning management system (Canvas), collaborative cloud-based applications, as well as assessments.  	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: Lots of small, extra words like this we can trim out to keep word count down.  😊  I'll catch them as I see them	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: Great content.  Awkward sentence structure.  As I read this, I am wondering about how this role prepared you (and helped others) in our pandemic education reality?

For the past six years, I have led multiple professional development trainings for our teachers. Initially,  in order to be responsive to needs of the teachers in my building, I used of surveys to ascertain which other application software  programs our teachers were interested in receiving guidance. I then devised training schedules to meet the needs of these learners. When Covid hit it fell to me and my team to help support and train our teachers (particularly those who had been resistant to utilizing technology to drive instruction). I created several training modules and spent hours via Zoom training teachers to be prepared to successfully transition to our Distance Learning model. I continually scour the internet for techniques and resources for our teachers & recorded training videos so that our teachers can view this instruction on their own schedule.  I believe that my efforts have successfully moved many of our reluctant learners from digital immigrants to digital natives (or somewhere close to it). Some teachers feel freer to take risks, and to try new avenues of instructional delivery along the SAMR (Substitution, Augmentation, Modification, Redefinition) model.	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: This is an example of a lot of extra words.  You'll want to tighten sentences like this -- e.g. "To be most responsive to my building colleagues' needs, I utilize surveys to..."	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: Great example -- I want to know more reading this.  What impact did this have in these challenging times on your colleagues? students?

 Our district is planning to offer in-person instruction once again. However, there will still be many students who choose to stay remote, therefore I have worked with my team to support these teachers once again in the modalities that will face them by advocating with our district as to the equipment and processes that will help these teachers continue to be effective educators. Whenever opportunities arise to take on district level leadership roles, I highly advise making the effort to join. These rewarding experiences help grow your knowledge base as an educator and introduce you to the larger school community.

While I didn’t achieve the type of notoriety, I envisioned as a 16-year-old reading Mr. Silver’s comments in my yearbook, I have had the unique privilege to impact “great things” in the lives of countless peoplestudents, educators and community members. The talents bestowed on certain individuals aren’t for those individuals alone: they exist to help the broader communities thrive where they live. I hope you will take up the challenge of being an educator. It is the MOST worthwhile endeavor one can ever hope to attain.	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: I don't think you need to continue the "advice to a future educator" throughout your narrative.  I'd contain it to just that given section	Comment by Jim Meadows [WA]: I like where you are heading with this closing thought, but it will need more refinement for impact
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